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Thermal-hydraulic studies cover single-phase flow in nominal 23

and non-nominal operating conditions, i.e. essentially :

- forced convection in nominal geometry. This is the basic situation,

considered in most design calculations;

— forced convection in distorted geometry. This situation must be well

understood, in view of the assessment of the ability of the subasscmbly

to accomodatc, from !«"ie thermal point of view, the bundle distortions

during irradiation;

ABSTRACT -

A status review is presented of the work undertaken in CEA

to acquire good understanding and description of the single-phase thermal-

hydraulic problems in LMFBR wire-wrapped bundles.

Design-type and reference-type calculational tools developed

for the study of forced convection in nominal and distorted bundle geome-

tries are briefly presented. Local hot spots and mixed convection situations

are discussed in some r.iorc details. Out-of-pile and in-pi le experimental

programs designed in support to code development are described.

I.. - INTRODUCTION -

This paper presents a review of the work undertaken in the

C.E.A. to develop and establish the tools necessary for the thermal-

hydraulic design of LMFBR wire-wrapped subassemblies.

The aim of this work is to be able to determine, with a

sufficient precision, the temperature distribution inside the subassembly,

particularly the clad temperatures and operating conditions, at be-

ginning of life and during life-time, so as to contribute to the opti-

mization of the subassembly design for a given target life-time.

- local hot spots, due either to the normal contact between clad and

spacer wire, or to possible contacts between clad and wrapper tube or

between clad and clad in extreme cases of bundle distortion. The in-

vestigation of this problem aims to understand well the clad behaviour

and operating conditions, and finally to take this information into

account for the optimization of the fuel-assembly design;

- single-phase mixed convection, corresponding to the residual-power

removal with very low flow rates in some incidental or particular

operating regimes.

II. - FOKCF.U C-iSVF.CTTON IN NOMINAL GKOKKTIiY -

According to the general approach followed in C.K.A., two

types of calculational tools are developed, in association with an ex-

perimental program for the verification and ;i|justment of the models :

- design-type codes, which are fast codes used for stan-

dard design calculations and which therefore are based on simple models

adjusted on experimental data and are applicable in the parametric range

of the experimental data;

— reference-type codes, which aim to a better and more

refined representation of physical phenomena and bundle geometry and

thus contain as few appi'oxima tions as reasonably possible.



II.1.- Design code and experimental validation -

The design code used for HAP.SOIJIK-KOKTIS.SIMO, HIKNTX and

SUPEIi-PllKNIX wire-wrapped subassemblies is the code TASNA . I'ASNA is

a multi-channel code, which does not solve the coupled continuity,

momentum and energy equations, but uses a simple hydraulic model adjusted

on experimental data. The model is essentially the following :

- initial flow distribution at the bottom of the bundle is

calculated with the assumption of a fully developed flow, i.e. assuming

pressure-drop uniformity;

- axial velocities in triangular sub-channels are taken

constant and equal to their average value. The mixing laws at sub-channel

interfaces are such that, at each axial mesh interval ,1 /,, equal trans-

verse flows go in and out of a given triangular sub-channel. In peripheral

sub-channels, axial velocities are modulated by a periodic sine function

adjusted on experimental data;

- temperature distribution is calculated according to a

heat balance at each axial mesh interval o.z. This balance takes into

account heat transfer by mass transfer, by conduction and by eddy diffu-

sivity (treated as an additional thermal conductivity).

The experimental data on which the mixing laws are

adjusted come from hot-water injection experiments in a 7-pin bundle..

Mot water injections rfere made in various sub-channels and at various

levels in the bundle, and temperature distribution was measured at the

bundle outlet. Individual axial flow rates in sub-channels were also

measured by introducing '.low separators at different levels in the bundle.

The measurements covered the range p/D (pitch over diameter ratio) between

1.06 and 1.35, for different wire leads.

The validity of the temperature-distribution results given

by the code was tested against the results issued from the 7 and 19-pins

single-phase sodium experiments of the CKNa program ~ . The agreement

is satisfactory, the maximum deviation between experiment and calculation

being of the order of 0 r.' of the temperature rise. This represents the 24

global uncertainty, im-ludin:;' not only the cul c . la t i ona 1 model, but

also the uncertainties on the clearences distribution, the possible heat-

flux ani.sotropy and tin- knowledge of the thermal resistance between clad-

thernoconp]es and sodium.

Further cunipar i .suns are made with the data coining fron the

nominal-geometry phases of the exper iment a ] program developed for tin;

study of distorted geometries (see also III.).

Ucsidcs, hydraulic experiments in water are under way t.o

extend TASNA validity range to smaller p/D and to non-standard geometries

(e.g. filling wires in peripheral suh-clianncls, cur'ogated wrapper tubes).

11.2. - Reference codes and experinent.q 1 validation

The reference code presently operationel and used for

detailed calculations or for situations outside TASNA validity range is

the code KI.1CA ' . Some shortcomings of KI.ICA for what concerns

wire-wrapped bundles have motivated the recent development of a new refe-

rence code, THK.SKK. The common features of these reference codes are

that their objective i.s to provide fine description and analysis of the

flow and t.emperature distributions, and therefore they arc applicable

to relatively small bundles of the order of 7<7 to (i I pins.

II.2.1. - The code FI.ICA -

I'l.lCA is a multichannel code which solves the KeynoJds

equation, i.e. tile mass conservation, momentum and energy equations.

The momentum equation is projected on the z axis parallel to the fuel

pin, and on axes perpendicular to the sub-channel interfaces. The cal-

culated quantities, i.e. velocities, pressures and temperatures, are

averaged quantities over the elementary cell limited by the sub-channel

boundaries and the axial mesh interval A z. The most recent versions of

the code contain a semi-empirical wire model describing the effect



I—

of helical wire spacers. This effect is represented in the momentum

equations by adjustable singular pressure-drop coefficients, added to

the friction pressure drop . In the transvers-momentum equation, the

singular coefficients are used only on interfaces crossed by the wire,

and their value is a function of the mass velocity and of the relative

wire and flow directions.

The validity of this wire-model was tested by comparison

with velocity and pressure-drop fine measurements in a 19-pin bundle
(6)

in water . This comparison has only partly validated the wire-model.

More recent developments of this model, accounting for the local reduction

of the sub-channel cross section when it is crossed by the wire, have

resulted in a much better agreement between calculation and experiment,

as well for pressure distribution as for transverse-to-axial flow ratios

in peripheral channels.

II.2.2. - The_code_TIIESEE -

The objectives aimed at with the development of THESEE are

essentially two :

— provide a finer description of the flow and temperature

distributions in the bu^ndle sub-channels : one classical sub-channel is

described in THESEE by 13 mesh points. This, by opposition to multi-

channel codes, is intended for the study of local phenomena when needed and

for a better transposition of experimental results (generally local measure-

ments) to reactor conditions (where generally average quantities are

needed);

— provide a more fundamental representation of the helical

wire-wrapper effect, for instance, by improving a boundary condition for

velocity on the wire surface.

Concerning physical models, turbulence is presently simulated £5

by a very crude model, i.e. a constant efldy viscosity. It is anticipated

that this should be replaced in the future by a less simple correlation.

In any case, it does not seem reasonable, given the geometrical complexity,

to use very sophisticated turbulances models.

The hydraulic part of the code is presently operational

for unwrapped-pin bundles, and gives qualitatively good results as com-

pared to data available in the litterature. The development of the wire-

wrapped case is still on hand, in parallel with the solution of the energy

equation.

The first hydraulic experimental tests of the wire-wrapper

version are planned in 1979 - 1980, with fine velocity-measurements in

two 12/l-scale mock-ups with 3 and 19 pins in air. Velocity measurements

use hot wire, Pitot-tube and Doppler-laser anentometry techniques. Doth

time-averaged velocities and velocity fluctuations will be measured, in

order to qualify the turbulence model used and to guide the choice of a

more representative model. Further validation of the code will be based

on comparisons with the results of water tests in a 19-pin bundle ,

and in 37 and Gl-pins bundles in nominal geometry during the program

FAISVAR * 3 ) (see also III).

Experimental tests of the temperature distributions will be

made in particular on tliu results of the single-phase part of the sodium

CKNa program " and on temperature measurements made at CNEN in the

loop ENA 1 .

III. - DISTORTED GEOMETÜY IN FOIiCED CONVECTION -

TIIESEE is based on a finite-element description of the bundle

and discretization of the Reynolds equation in a cross section. The dis-

cretization along the z axis is a finite difference one. The chosen ele-

ments are triangular isoparametric elements, with second-order interpola-

tion polynomials.

Post-irradiation examination of RAPSODIE-FOKTISSIMO and

PHENIX irradiated sub-as.sembl ies have shown the type of distortiion under-

gone by a wire-wrapped bundle, essentially swelling of the clad and

cork-screwing of the whole bundle.



The evaluation of the thermal-hydraulics effects of these

distortionsis part of the studies that participate to the optimization

of the sub-assemblies life-time in the core.

A detailed discussion of the work undertaken in this field

is given in a companion paper . It will just be recalled here that

the basic components of this program are essentially :

- development of a design-type code, UISTAV

- extension of the code FLICA to distorted geometries

- future extension of the code TIIKSEE, as an alternative

reference code for distorted geometries

- hydraulics experimental program l'AISVAR, for both nominal

and distorted geometries in 37 and 61-pin bundles in water

- sodium thermal-hydraulic experiments witli both nominal

and distorted 7-pin bundles, conducted by CNCN in the frame-work of CNEN/

CEA cooperation

- in-pile measurement of the bundle outlet-temperature distri-

bution during its life in the reactor. The present experiment in RAPSODIE

(TETACOUPLE) should eventually be followed by an experiment of the same

type in a PIIENIX sub-assembly.

It is believed that this program, joined to post—irradiation

examinations of a large number of pins and subassemblies coming out of

RAPSODIE and P11ENIX, will provide a good insight in the effects of bundle

distortions.

IV. - LOCAL HOT SPOTS -

There has been recently some concern about the existence

of local clad hot spots behind the wire in wire-wrapped bundles. Moreover,

detailed examination of particular KAPSODIE and PIIENIX irradiated suh-

assemblies have led to the conclusion that a few local contacts, between

clad and wrapper tube and even between clad and clad are possible. Although

no clad failure has been observed in these sub-assemblies, it is clear that

local contacts result in local hot spots that may accelerate clad failure. 26

The problem then arises of correctly evaluating these hot spots, in order

to understand the clad behaviour and operating conditions, and ultimately

to improve the sub-assembly design and life-time.

In this problem, heat removal is essentially dominated by

conduction. That is why up to now, parametric studies have been made

using heat conduction codes, in particular the two-dimensional finite-

element code

assumptions

element code DELKINB . The problem is modelled witli the following

- the contact is not pointwise but extends over a certain

width of the order of the wire diameter

- a more or less stagnant or laminar sodium layer exists in

the sharp angle Qt the contact point. The thickness of this laminar layer,

roughly evaluated by laminar-flow calculations, is also about a fraction

of the wire diameter.

In this laminar layer, radial heat transfer is assumed to be

due to pure conduction. In the rest of the sub-channel, heat removal by

axial mass transfer is simulated by heat sinks, and radial heat transfer

by eddy diffusivity and transverse mass transfer is simulated by an in-

crease of the thermal conductivity.

Parametric calculations show the high sensitivity of the

clad hot spot to the following two parameters :

- contact widtli between clads (or clad and wrapper)

- thickness of the assumed laminar layer.

This sensitivity is illustrated in figure 1, corresponding

to a clad-to-clad contact and to PIIENIX pin diameter and maximum linear

power. It is presently postulated that the more representative case corres-

ponds to the so-called "small laminar layer" and to contact width of 0.5

1o 1 wire diameter. In these conditions, hot spots of the order of 100cC

at the central position and core midplane could be expected. This is tole-

rable at that position.



The figure of 100°C, obtained fron 2 D calculations, i.e.

for a contact of infinite axial length, is reduced when axial heat con-

duction is taken into account. Indeed, separate calculations with the
(8)

3-D finite-difference heat-conduction code HEATING have shown that

a 15 to 20 % reduction of the hot spot can be expected for a contact

height of the order of 5 wire diameters. The reduction is much more im-

portant for smaller heights.

For what concerns clad to wrapper-tube contact, evaluations

with the same•assumptions as above lead to hot spots of a little more

than half the figures obtained for clad-to-clad contact.

Finally, for the possible hot spots behind the wire-clad

contact, concern was brought by experimental results obtained during low

flow-rate boiling experiments. Here too, conduction-type parametric cal-

culations with the assumption of a stagnant drag-zone downflow the wire,

were made : These calculations show again the hot-spot sensitivity to

the extent of the assumed stagnant zone. It is believed that the most

representative stagnant-zone thickness is about 1 wire diameter and,

in this case, the evaluated hot spot behind the wire (6 to 12 °C at the

top of fissile column) does not seem to be a problem of real concern.

The parametric studies presented here indicate that local

hot spots due to clad—to-clad or clad-to-wrapper tube contacts may become

a serious problem for clad behaviour if the laminar layers around the

contacts were larger than the assumed ones or if the contacts could take

place near the top of the fuel length. That is why an experimental in-

vestigation of this problem is under study :

1/ Measurements in air and water, with different scales,

and by visualization and Doppler-laser anemometry techniques, of the

velocity distribution around various types of simulated contacts. This

is to evaluate the extent of the assumed stagnant or laminar layer around

the contact.

2/ In a second step, fine measurements of the temperature

distribution, in a sodium test, around the simulated contacts.

V. - MIXED C0NVIXT10S AT LOW FI.OW-UATES - 27
This convection type takes place in certain abnormal operr -

ing conditions, related to incidents on the primary circuit or to parti-

cular handling situations. It corresponds to the residual-power removal

by the residual flow given by the pumps inertia or by an auxiliary small

pump. The problem in the core is to insure that the limitations on clad

temperatures are not transgressed. It must be particularly studied for

0.5 to 1 /o of the nominal power and 1 to 2 °6 of the nominal flow.

The thermal hydraulics problem in this case is more com-

plicated than in nominal conditions, because of the feedback of the bundle

temperature distribution on the bundle flow distribution, and possibly on

its hydraulic characteristics (pressure drop/flow characteristics). In-

vestigation of this problem includes the following studies :

1. - Measurement of the global pressure-drop/flow charac-

teristics of various types of sub-assemblies and sub-as.seinbly parts (foot,

bundle, upper neutron shield) down to very low flow rates, as low as

0.5 % of nominal flow-rate. These measurements were made in water and in

isothermal conditions. They aim to establish the flow redistribution in

the core, among different subassembly types. They should be completed

with measurements of the effect of bundle temperature distribution on its

pressure-drop/flow characteristics, by sodium tests.

2. - Development of a design code, TIIKUNAT, based on the

following conservative assumptions :

- In a first step, flow and temperature distributions in

the bundle were calculated as for hydraulica1ly and thermally independent

sub-channels. Flow distribution was based on equalization of the pressure

drop, with no account for buoyancy forces.

- In a second step, buoyancy forces were taken into

account, and flow distributed among sub-channels according to the equaliza-

tion of the sum of friction pressure drop and heated-length integrated

buoyancy forces. This resulted in an appreciable uniforinization of the

temperature distribution.



- In the third stop, thermal coupling between sub-channels

by thermal conduction was introduced. This was motivated by the results

of parametric studies with the code FLICA, tnat showed the importance of

heat conduction between sub-channels in this particular low-flow situation.

The method used is the so-called "isthmes method", generally used for the

calculation of heat exchanger, with the assumption that heat conduction

takes place in the sodium, i.e. neglecting heat conduction by the clad

and fuel.

The present orientation concerns problems more related to 28

finer analyses and to design optimization, namely :

- study of non-standard geometries

- development of reference codes

- evaluation of distorted geometries and local hot spots

- study of particular operating conditions at low power

and flnw.

Temperature distributions in the bundle, given by the code

in its present status, compare already favorably with published experimen-
(9)tal results for low-flow convection .. Assessment is under way of the

necessity and practical interest of accounting for heat transfer by mass

transfer (effects of the wire and of flow redistribution due to buoyancy).

3.. - The sodium test-program KETUNA, aimed to provide the

experimental verification and validation of the calculational assumptions,

and to allow the assessment of the effect of the bundle temperature distri-

bution on its global pressure-drop/flow characteristics. A preliminary

test with a 7-pin bundle is under way. and more representative tests with

a 91-pin bundle are planned to begin by the end of this year, with a

possible extension to the study of pure natural-convection conditions.

VI. - CONCLUSIONS -

This paper has summarized the main orientation of the work

done at C.E.A. to study the various single-phase thermal-hydraulics pro-

blems that arise in a wire-wrapped LMFI5R sub-assembly.

V\. to a few years ago, the main orientation was the study

of standar jiominal-geometry in forced convection, which is the basis of

design studies. It is believed that design tools for this situation are

presently satisfactory.
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Abstrac t

This paper explains some analytical methods for evaluating the effects

of deviation in subchannel coolant flow rate from the nominal value due to

fuel pin bundle deflection and manufacturing tolerances and of inter-sub-

channel coolant mixing and local temperature rise due to a wire-spacer on

the hot spot temperature. Numerical results are given in each chapter with

respect to a prototype LMFBR core.

1. Introduction

In thermal and hydraulic design of a LMPBH core, the following two

subjects may take an important role in connection to the evaluation of hot

spot temperature, namely A) the deviation in subchannel coolant flow rate

from the nominal value due to core-wide and local fuel pin bundle deflection

as well as tolerances associated with subassemblies and core-intemals and

B) the coolant mixing among subchannels and the local temperature rise due

to a wire-spacer.


